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Introduction

We’re pleased to offer you this quick 
reference guide as a single source for 
aspects relating to your annual meeting.

AST understands that your annual meeting 
is much more than a requirement to 
meet regulatory obligations. It offers 
your company an opportunity to build 
and strengthen vital relationships, 
face-to-face, with your registered and 
employee shareowners. AST’s annual 
meeting and proxy services will allow 
you to demonstrate the care you have 
for your investors while exceeding their 
expectations. What’s more, a successful 
meeting will support key corporate goals, 
whether that’s obtaining approval for a 
planned corporate action or addressing 
issues relating to executive compensation.

There are numerous milestones and key 
deliverables in compliance with National 
Instrument 54-101 (“NI 54-101”) that require 
coordination between your transfer agent, 
Employee Stock Plan Administrator(s) 
and other third parties. AST serves as 
your single point of contact, seamlessly 
addressing all regulatory requirements, 
mechanical aspects of the meeting and 
your unique considerations, allowing your 
team to focus on your strategic business 
initiatives.

Planning your company’s annual securityholder 
meeting is a process that can be filled with 
complexities of all kinds — from complying with 
regulatory issues to navigating industry challenges 
to flawlessly executing the mechanics.
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MEETING PREPARATION TIPS 
AND GUIDELINES

We’ll walk you through the entire planning 
process, highlighting key considerations and 
outlining how AST will support your role. 
Use our helpful meeting planner to identify 
specific requirements and confirm key 
deliverables.

 EVENT TIMELINES

We’ll help you ensure compliance with 
regulatory requirements and set up 
services such as electronic voting. Not only 
must regulatory requirements be met for 
compliance with NI 54-101, but it’s important 
to plan accordingly for electronic voting 
options, notice and access solution and 
other major components.

NOTICE AND ACCESS

NI 54-101 mandates that issuers offer 
shareholders a cookie free, web-based 
method to access proxy and annual meeting 
materials. This requires you to post a full set 
of annual meeting materials on a non-SEDAR 
website. This material must be easily 
accessible, searchable and downloadable for 
local printing. 

Using Notice and Access, issuers must mail a 
“Notice” to shareholders no less than 30 days 
prior to your annual meeting that provides the 
below information in plain English:

• The date, time and location of your meeting

•  The relevant voting form (a proxy for
registered security holders or a request for
voting instructions for beneficial owners)

• A factual description of each matter, or
group of related matters, identified in the
form of proxy to be voted on

• The web address, other than the address
for SEDAR, where the proxy-related
materials are located

• A reminder to review the information
circular before voting

• An explanation of how to obtain a
paper copy of the information circular
from the reporting issuer. This must be
delivered within three business days of the
shareholder’s request via first-class mail.

FULL SET DELIVERY

Using this traditional method, issuers 
distribute a full set of annual meeting 
materials, including the annual report, proxy 
statement, proxy card and return envelope. 
Instructions for accessing materials online 
are included. As an option, we can also 
include the instructions for electronic voting. 
Based on your shareholder profile, you may 
elect to use a combination of these methods. 
Please reach out to your Relationship 
Manager to discuss these options.

BENEFICIAL HOLDERS

Beneficial shareowners hold their shares in 
street name at a broker dealer. Most broker 
dealers have outsourced proxy notifications 
to mailing and tabulation vendors. AST will 
notify vendors of your record and meeting 
dates, requesting confirmation of the 
quantity required to mail to beneficial 
owners as of the record date. These 
vendors, on behalf of the broker dealers, 
facilitate communications between you and 
your non-registered shareholders. Be sure to 
indicate your notice and access delivery 
preference with designated vendors.

AST can coordinate your beneficial holder 
process, and maintain a single point of 
control and access to all of your proxy-
related activities.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING: 
AN OVERVIEW

The annual meeting process is  
multi-faceted and requires expert 
coordination of its mechanical 
requirements. From broker search to 
proxy material to shareholder voting 
options, AST’s Proxy and Annual 
Meeting Services employ a discipline 
of specialized knowledge, in-depth 
consultation and flawless execution.
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EARLY SEARCH

AST manages the preparation and distribution 
of search requests to brokers, banks, 
nominees and record holder/respondent 
banks. We will provide you with the quantities 
of materials required to mail to beneficial 
holders. The mailing must take place at least 
21 business days prior to the record date as 
required by NI 54-101.

AST’s broker search process is automated. 
Upon client notification, we contact the 
various brokers, banks and nominees via 
CDS Clearing and Depository Services. Third 
parties forward back their needs for street 
name holders. Brokers generally respond 
with an estimate within seven business days 
upon receipt of the request for materials. 
Final counts are confirmed three days after 
record date.

We will compile these numbers to determine 
the total quantity required. Before finalizing 
your material quantities, you should factor in 
any extra materials required for internal use, to 
have on-site at the meeting, etc.

CANADIAN DEPOSITORY FOR SECURITIES 
LIMITED (CDS) AND THE DEPOSITORY 
TRUST AND CLEARING CORPORATION

Canadian Depository for Securities Limited 
is Canada’s national securities depository, 
clearing and settlement hub. It supports 
Canada’s equity, fixed income and money 
markets. The Depository Trust and Clearing 
Corporation (DTCC) oversees security positions 
of banks and brokers in the United States. 

Both of these entities are important to your 
vote and issuers must work with them to 
secure critical information. These depositories 
are required to send record date listings and 
omnibus proxies to your company shortly after 
the record date.

Clients utilize www.dtcc.org to:

• Register their companies to receive a
securities position listings online

• Authorize others within their organizations
and third parties, such as AST and
independent solicitors, to view, print and
download this data.

Our approach begins with a clear understanding of 
your goals for the event. Typical considerations are 
ensuring a quorum is obtained, electing the board’s 
nominees and passing board proposals. We do so 
via your Relationship Manager, who will expertly 
manage the entire process related to your registered, 
plan and street elements.
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Issuers are encouraged to register early with 
DTCC.



For CDS, no action is required by the issuer. 
The reports are generated when your RM 
advises them of the meeting. The omnibus 
proxies are then sent to AST shortly after 
record date.

PHYSICAL MATERIAL FULFILLMENT

AST oversees the entire mailing process, 
ensuring strict control points and quality 
assurance protocols.

ELECTRONIC CONSENT AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF MEETING MATERIAL

AST can help you increase your shareholders’ 
adoption of electronic voting, an efficient 
and cost-effective method for sending your 
meeting material. The more consented 
investors you have, the greater the savings on 
traditional stock, printing and postage-related 
expenses. The online enrollment process is 
secure, fast and easy.

ELECTRONIC VOTING

AST offers electronic voting options that 
broaden your registered holders, Non-
Objecting Beneficial Owners (NOBOs) and 
employee shareholder’s proxy voting options. 
You will benefit from a green solution that 
results in a faster return of votes, reduction of 
material and postage expenses and increased 
shareholder satisfaction.

NOTICE AND ACCESS 
COMPLIANT SOLUTION

AST fully supports the proposed notice and 
access model for proxy material. Our online 
platform allows shareholders to view 
nominees’ names and proposal text exactly 
as they appear on the proxy and in your 
proxy statement. We also offer hosting, 
electronic voting by phone and/or Internet 
and fulfillment processing.

INTEGRATED PROXY TABULATION

Proxy votes are seamlessly integrated as 
they are scanned, received electronically by 
telephone and Internet and received from the 
beneficial holder providers. AST’s systems 
collect, validate and tabulate confidential 
and weighted votes as well as integrate 
consolidated files such as ESOP, ESPP, etc. 
Shareholders may vote for multiple issues 
during the same session and may vote as 
often as they wish, but only the last vote 
received is tabulated. Aggregate tabulation 
results are available 24/7 via our online 
proxy system.

MANAGEMENT REPORTING

Proxy tabulation reports may be sent to 
designated company personnel via email at 
your request. Online management reports 
provide a number of standard reporting 
options, including:

• Registered shareholder totals report/
tabulation summary

• Top registered shareholder proxy report

• Top un-voted registered shareholder report

• Broker totals report/tabulation summary

SCRUTINEER AND ONSITE 
ANNUAL MEETING SUPPORT

AST can provide scrutineers and on-site 
meeting support. We will review the meeting 
agenda, voting procedures, location setup 
and any special requirements. At the 
meeting, we will provide a preliminary report 
on attendance to help you establish that a 
quorum is present and, should any votes be 
conducted by ballot, distribute and tabulate 
ballots and provide reports on results.
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ISSUER MEETING PLANNER

The AST meeting planner is an interactive 
document complete with field-sensitive 
help. We ask issuers to complete and file 
this document with your RM no later than 
one month prior to the record date. The file 
can be downloaded in English or French. 
The regulatory provisions referenced in this 
planner are to the best of AST’s knowledge. 
They are intended as a guide only and 
should not be relied upon exclusively or 
construed as legal advice. Regulations may 
vary by jurisdiction.

Contact your Relationship Manager should 
you have any questions about the meeting 
planner or how AST can be of additional 
assistance.

Your AST relationship manager will  
SEAMLESSLY address all of your needs.

REGULATORY  
REQUIREMENTS

MECHANICAL 
ASPECTS  

 UNIQUE  
CONSIDERATIONS 
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REACH OUT

w astfinancial.com/ca
e businessdev@astfinancial.com
p 888.444.0055

©2018 AST Trust Company (Canada). All rights reserved. 
Transfer agent, employee plan administration, trustee and 
other services requiring trust powers are offered through 
AST Trust Company (Canada). D.F. King is a division of 
AST Investor Services (Canada) and operates as AST 
Investor Services Inc. (Canada).




